Mark Spitz
Record Breaking Olympic Swimmer

Mark Spitz is considered one of the greatest Olympic athletes of all-time. He is synonymous with excellence and is one of the most
recognised faces in the world. In 2000, Mark was voted 'Athlete of the Century' and one of the six 'Greatest Olympians' ever.
"There's nothing better in the world, when you're trying to be the best in the world, than to actually say, I am the world record
holder. I am the best in the world

In detail

Languages

Mark owns a Series 7 and Series 66 broker's license and is

He presents in English.

co-owner in an investment firm that has over $100,000,000 under
management. In the 1980's he was one of the largest residential

Want to know more?

real estate builders in Southern California and his firm built a $90

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what Mark

million multi use project in Hawaii. Mark currently has a real estate

Spitz could bring to your event.

development and licensing deal with The Jack Nicklaus
organization and the first Spitz Swim Academy is scheduled to be

How to book him?

completed in 2007. Mark is a board member of the Laureus

Simply phone, fax or email.

Foundation and he has worked with the Special Olympics for
twenty years. Mark has also been a spokesperson and fundraiser

Publications

for the Maccabbi Games in Israel and the United States. The
International Olympic Committee selected Mark as one of its five
athletes of the Century.

1992
The International Jewish Sports Hall of Fame
1987

What he offers you

Seven Golds: Mark Spitz Own Story

Mark offers audiences a behind the scenes view of what it really

1977

takes to be a champion - the successes, the heartaches and the

The Mark Spitz Complete Book of Swimming

true importance of winning both on a professional and a personal
level. As one of the world's most recognized Olympic champions
he exudes infectious optimism and always leaves audiences with
a renewed sense of purpose and a desire to achieve their very
best everyday.

How he presents
Passionate, dynamic and life-changing, Mark's presentations
provide powerful messages for achieving success and are
guaranteed to motivate any audiences around the world.

Topics
Olympic Dream and Spirit!
World Events (1972-Current)
What Makes a Champion, Being a Jewish Athlete
The Olympic Champion Within Everyone
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Credentials
Winner of 11 Olympic Medals
Winner of 7 Gold Medals in a single Olympics
Set 26 World and 35 U.S. Records

